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Using 231 pairs of matched firms from 2009 to 2012 in Chinese stock market,
we find that the stock index adjustment significantly affects the analyst cover-
age, which in addition to the stock index leads to more analyst coverage, while
deletion from the stock index has no significant effect, indicating that stock
index adjustment can significantly change the information environments of
firms that are added to the index. An index adjustment also affects institutional
holdings in consideration of new information (e.g., changes in fundamentals
and information environments). Changes in institutional holdings are partially
due to changes in analyst coverage, and both index funds and other types can
change their portfolios in response to changes in the target firms’
informativeness.
� 2017 Sun Yat-sen University. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. This
is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecom-

mons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

The ‘‘S&P game” is another name for the arbitrage that occurs in response to the addition of stocks in the
S&P 500 index (Lee et al., 2008), which is conducted by both index fund managers and other traders. Usually,
significantly positive (negative) abnormal returns around the index addition (deletion) are found (Harris and
Gurel, 1986). A large increase occurs in correlating the trading volume of stocks added to the index with the
volume of those that remained in the index, and the opposite is true as a result of the deletions (Greenwood
and Sosner, 2007). Due to the arbitrage surrounding the times of index changes, investors in funds linked to
the S&P 500 Index and the Russell 2000 Index lose between $1 and 2.1 billion a year for the two indices
combined, and the losses can be greater if benchmarked assets are considered; the pre-reconstitution period
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is lengthened or involuntary deletions are taken into account (Chen et al., 2006). However, recent research
finds that a buy–hold index portfolio outperformed the annually rebalanced index in the 1979–2004 period.
Although the short-term momentum and poor long-term returns of new issues partially explain these returns,
index deletions were found to provide significantly higher factor-adjusted returns than index additions (Cai
and Houge, 2008). This suggests that changing holdings around index adjustment may not be a wise decision.

Although changes in institutional index fund holdings are responsible for the observed abnormal returns in
response to S&P 500 changes (Shleifer, 1986; Harris and Gurel, 1986), there has been scant supporting empir-
ical evidence (Pruitt and Wei, 1989; Chen et al., 2004; Green and Jame, 2011). Do changes in institutional
holding only result from the portfolio management of index funds? Addition and deletion announcements also
contain valuable and relevant new information that may further affect the portfolio management for both
index funds and other institutional investors. Moreover, Beneish and Whaley (1996) and Shleifer (1986) sug-
gest that analysts may also alter their attitudes regarding firms that are added to or deleted from the stock
index, which is not supported by evidence. Do stock index adjustments also affect analysts’ coverage and stock
recommendations, further influencing changes in institutional holdings and ultimately leading to a more vola-
tile market reaction to index adjustment? There are no clear answers, as little work has been done in this area.

We use 231 pairs of matched Chinese firms in the same industry, during the same year and the same quarter
with similar assets over the 2009–2012 period, and find that stock index adjustments significantly affect analyst
coverage, which in addition to the stock index, leads to more analyst coverage (proxied by the number of ana-
lysts and stock recommendations). In contrast, deletion from the stock index has no significant effect, indicat-
ing that stock index adjustments can significantly change the information environments of firms added to the
index, as Beneish and Whaley (1996) and Shleifer (1986) suggest. Index adjustments also affect institutional
holdings, as Pruitt and Wei (1989) note, even in cases of new information, such as changes in fundamentals
and information environments. Moreover, changes in institutional holdings can be partially due to changes in
analyst coverage, such that index and other funds change their portfolios in response to changes in the infor-
mativeness of the target firms.

Our paper contributes to the literature in the following ways. First, we provide more rigorous evidence for
the effects of stock index adjustments on institutional holdings in relation to the validity of the related hypothe-
ses. We use matched samples and a multi-regression to investigate the information content of stock index
changes, such as changes in firms’ profitability, growth potential or the information available for decisions—
any of which may coincide with stock index adjustments and lead to changes in institutional holdings. Second,
we examine the influence of index adjustments on firms’ information environments and show how the former
affects the latter’s analyst coverage and stock recommendations, which then influence their market performance
and investor holdings. Our finding provides some evidence for the information content hypothesis concerning
stock index adjustment. Third, our work provides further evidence of the stock index adjustments, analyst cov-
erage and institutional holdings in the Asian Pacific and other emerging markets. Finally, the conclusions of this
paper will be useful for studies on the future of stock indices in China. In 2015, China’s stock market experi-
enced a dramatic uprush and collapse, and the stock index future is now heavily criticized by many scholars
and investors. Our work on the logic and patterns of institutional investors’ reactions to stock index adjust-
ments can provide some evidence and useful clues about the regulation of stock indices in China’s future.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the relevant literature and Section 3
presents the stock index adjustments in China. Section 4 describes the research design and the empirical anal-
ysis is shown in Section 5. The final section concludes our paper and discusses future research.

2. Literature review

There are many studies on the market created in reaction to stock index adjustments, and several hypothe-
ses are proposed. The downward-sloping demand curve hypothesis suggests that the demand of index fund
managers reduces the stock’s supply for non-indexing investors, permanently increasing the market clearing
price (Shleifer, 1986; Chakrabarti et al., 2005). The liquidity hypothesis suggests that the addition or deletion
of a stock from the index alters the stock’s liquidity, which affects its price (Shleifer, 1986; Beneish and
Whaley, 1996). Price pressure is attributable to index trading, because index fund managers must add or delete
the stock from their portfolios to avoid unfavorable tracking errors by which they may be evaluated. Reflect-
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ing a supply and demand imbalance, securities prices adjust to new levels in response to this buying and selling
pressure exerted by the index-fund managers (Harris and Gurel, 1986; Elliott et al., 2006; Platikanova, 2008).
The information content hypothesis proposes that addition and deletion announcements contain valuable and
relevant information. Inclusion (exclusion) signals a real or perceived increase (decrease) in management qual-
ity, and the S&P’s inclusion of a stock in an index may act as a certification of quality, leading to a price and
possible volume increase due to trading by index managers (Beneish and Whaley, 1996; Denis et al., 2003; Cai,
2007; Gygax and Otchere, 2010). The investor awareness hypothesis suggests that investors cannot invest in a
security of which they are unaware, and firms have a shadow cost for being unknown that decreases as the
firms become better recognized. A stock’s addition to an index alerts investors of its existence, increasing
the number of analysts following it, its information dissemination and its liquidity and breadth of ownership.
These factors lead to a reduction in the firms’ shadow costs and the investors’ required rate of return, which
results in an increase in the firms’ stock price and expected stock returns (Chen et al., 2004; Elliott et al., 2006).

All of these hypotheses imply changes in investor trading, particularly that of institutional investors such as
index funds. Shleifer (1986) and Harris and Gurel (1986) suggest that changes in institutional index fund hold-
ings are responsible for the observed abnormal returns in response to S&P 500 changes, but they do not pro-
vide evidence. Pruitt and Wei (1989), Chen et al. (2004) and Green and Jame (2011) examine the actual
changes in institutional holdings following both additions to and deletions from the S&P 500. They reveal that
changes in institutional holdings in response to additions or deletions from the S&P 500 are positively corre-
lated. However, they do not consider the informational content of the stock index change, such as changes in
firms’ profitability and growth potential, or the information available for decisions—all of which may coincide
with stock index adjustments and ultimately lead to changes in institutional holdings. A stock’s addition to an
index alerts investors of its existence, increasing the number of analysts following it and its information dis-
semination. Financial analysts are outsiders who generally have less access to firm-level, idiosyncratic infor-
mation. As such, they can focus their efforts on obtaining and mapping industry- and market-level
information into prices. Unlike institutions and insiders, analysts convey their private information through
firm-specific earnings forecasts and stock recommendations (Piotroski and Roulstone, 2004). Mikhail et al.
(2007) find that both large and small traders react to analyst reports (analysts’ recommendations). However,
few studies have been conducted examining index adjustments’ effects on firms’ information environments,
which further affect their market performance and investor holdings.

3. Stock index and index adjustment in China

Unlike the U.S., Japan and other major security markets where most of the listed firms in a single country
are traded in one stock exchange, in mainland China there are two stock exchanges—Shanghai Stock
Exchange and Shenzhen Stock Exchange—that manage the trading of publicly listed firms in mainland China.
Up to 31 December 2012, there have been 975 firms listed in the Shanghai Stock Exchange, with 921 (54) in the
A-share (B-share) market. There have been 1537 firms listed in the A-share market in the Shenzhen Stock
Exchange, including 481 firms on the Main Board, 701 on the Small and Medium Enterprise Market Board
and 355 on the Growth Enterprises Market Board. Another distinguishing factor is that unlike the S&P 500 or
Russell 2000 in the U.S., the Nikkei 225 in Japan and the Hang Seng Index in Hong Kong, there are two
major stock indices for the Shanghai and Shenzhen Stock Exchanges in mainland China: namely, the Shang-
hai Composite Index (Code: 000001) (SHCI as the acronyms hereafter) and the Compositional Index of Shen-
zhen Stock Market (Code: 399001) (SZCI as the acronyms hereafter), respectively.

The SHCI is the most important stock index in China in terms of presenting changes in market volatility. It
started on 15 July 1991, based on 100 points, and is disclosed to global investors via Thomson Reuters,
Bloomberg and other channels. The SHCI is based on all of the listed firms in the Shanghai Stock Exchange,
computed as the market value of sample firms and multiplied by its weight, which is the number of stocks
issued by sample firms.1 If a firm launches an IPO, it will be included in the index on the 11th day of its trading
1 Given that the index also contains the B-shares, which are priced in terms of U.S. dollars, the market value is exchanged based on the
appropriate exchange rate, usually the middle rate of RMB yuan against the U.S. dollar on the last trading day of each week by China
Foreign Exchange Trade Center.
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on the market. If a firm delists, it will be excluded from the index on the exclusion day. It is often common
knowledge on the market several months in advance that a firm is going IPO, so there are already many ana-
lysts covering the IPO firms. For the delisted firms, listed firms in China delist if they suffer losses for three
continuous years. Before the financial report is provided for the last year when the firm may delist, the market
might already know something, but may be unsure whether the firm will delist. Thus, there are a few days for
the market, institutional investors, analysts and other investors to discover whether a particular stock is being
added to or deleted from the Shanghai Composite Index.

The SZCI is based on 40 typical listed firms and started on 23 January 1995 with a base of 1000 points. The
SZCI is computed as the market value of sample firms multiplied by its weight, which is the circular number of
stocks issued by sample firms, not the total number of stocks. To maintain objectivity and fairness, the SZCI is
adjusted considering the norm of the component stocks. On each January, May and September, the SZCI may
be adjusted. First, the Shenzhen Stock Exchange looks at all of the listed firms and filters out those that meet the
following requirements: a listed time of more than 3 months, a market value based on circular stocks to the total
market value of all firms that is in the top 90% and a trading-to-total-market value of all firms in the top 90%.
Given the circular market and trading values, representative of the industry and growth, financial position and
operating performance for the past three years and compliance with regulations in the past two years, the Shen-
zhen Stock Exchange weights each factor and then chooses up to 40 firms as being representative of the Shen-
zhen Stock Exchange. Thus, it has a small window during which the market, institutional investors, analysts
and other investors can determine whether particular stocks will be added to or deleted from the SZCI.

There is another important stock index, the Hushen 300 index (Code: 000300) (SH300 as the acronyms
hereafter), that contains 300 listed firms in either the Shanghai Stock Exchange or the Shenzhen Stock
Exchange. It covers firms with 70% market value to the total value of all listed firms in both exchanges. This
index is a single-stock index that represents the market, and it is recognized by both the Shanghai Stock
Exchange and the Shenzhen Stock Exchange. The HS300 started on 31 December 2004 with a base of 1000
points, and is based on sample firms with daily trading volumes in the top 50% of all listed firms in China.
Those with daily market values in the top 300 of the total samples are selected, and the weight of each sample
stock is well balanced, with the industry distribution covering most industries. The HS300 is adjusted biannu-
ally, with enforcement in early January and July and two weeks of advanced disclosure of the adjustment list.
Each time the HS300 is adjusted, the adjustment ratio (stocks adjusted to total number) is lower than 10%.
Moreover, firms that have suffered a loss during the most recent year are not added to the HS300 unless they
significantly affect the representativeness of the index. The only index future in China’s security market is the
HS300 future, which is based on the HS300. Thus, the HS300 is more influential than the SHCI and the SZCI,
especially for institutional investors.

4. Research design

4.1. Data and samples

The SHCI is based on all listed firms, such that additions to the index provide no additional information.
Thus, we collect all of the stock index adjustments for the HS300 since they began to the end of 2012 from the
WIND database. Analyst coverage (number of analysts and stock recommendations) is available from the
third quarter of 2009 to the first quarter of 2013, and the holdings of institutional investors are available from
the third quarter of 2004 to the first quarter of 2013 in the WIND database.2 Given that we need to calculate
the changes in variables, our sample firms are from the fourth quarter of 2009 to the fourth quarter of 2012.
To make the study more rigorous, we use matched samples. The matching is based on the same industry, the
same year, the same quarter and similar size. After dropping the financial industry, our final sample is 462: 231
stock index adjustment firms and 231 matched firms from 2009 to 2012, including 112 firms added to the
HS300 with 112 matched firms and 119 firms dropped from the HS300 with 119 matched firms.
2 As analyst coverage, institutional holdings and other financial information are disclosed on a quarterly basis, we collect our data based
on quarterly financial statements.
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4.2. Model and variables

We suggest that the stock index adjustment not only affects the portfolio management for index funds, but
also affects other institutional investors by influencing their information environments, namely the analyst
coverage, which affects institutional decision making.

To examine whether stock index adjustments affect information environments, namely, analyst coverage,
our model is based on O’Brien and Nhushan (1990) with additional controlling factors:
DNumAnalyst ¼ a0 þ a1Indexing þ a2DNumInst þ a3DROE þ a4DGROW þ a5DLEV þ a6DSIZE

þ a7Ret þ a8Quarter þ
X

aiIndsi þ
X

ajYearsj þ e ð1Þ

Our analyst coverage measure includes two variables. NumAnalyst is the number of analysts in a particular

firm, and NumRating is the total number of stock recommendations (Buy, Upgrade, Hold, Downgrade and
Sell) issued by analysts in a particular firm. As we want to compare the analyst coverage before and after stock
index adjustment, we use the changes in the two variables. DNumAnalyst is the change in the number of ana-
lysts in the next quarter compared to the event quarter when the target firm is added to or dropped from the
stock market index. DNumRating is the change in the number of total stock recommendations in the next
quarter compared to the event quarter. As a robustness test, we also use the change in the number of ‘‘Buy”
(DNumBuy), positive (Buy and Upgrade) (DNumPositive) and negative (Sell and Downgrade) (DNumNega-
tive) recommendations. For matched firms, all of the variables listed above represent changes in the same
quarter as for target firms.

Indexing refers to the stock index adjustment, with 1 indicating that the target firm is added to the stock
market index, �1 indicating that it is dropped and 0 being matched firms.

NumInst is the number of institutional investors in the target firm in the event quarter, and DNumInst is
the change in the number of institutional investors in the target firm in the event quarter compared to the pre-
vious quarter (Pruitt and Wei, 1989). For the matched firms, all of the above variables are the changes in the
same quarters as the target firms.

DROE is the change in return on equity (ROE) in the event quarter compared to the previous quarter.
DGROW is the change in revenue growth in the event quarter compared to the previous quarter. DLEV is
the change in leverage (total debt ratio) in the event quarter compared to the previous quarter. DSIZE is
the change in scale (nature log form of total assets) in the event quarter compared to the previous quarter
and Ret is the raw market return during the event quarter. For matched firms, all of the above variables mea-
sure the change in the same quarter as the target firms.

Inds are the industry dummy variables, namely 11 dummy variables for 12 industry categories used by the
China Securities Regulatory Commission (CSRC) after dropping the financial industry. Years are the year
dummy variables, namely 3 dummy variables for 4 years. Quarter is a dummy variable where 1 indicates
the quarter 1, and 0 otherwise because the Hushen 300 only adjusts twice a year in January and July.

To investigate the influence of analyst coverage on the effects that stock index adjustments have on insti-
tutional holdings, we use the Baron and David (1986) method, which is popular in the management literature.
Our models are set as follows:
DInsthold ¼ b0 þ b1Indexing þ b2DROE þ b3DGROW þ b4DLEV þ b5DSIZE þ b6Quarter

þ
X

biIndsi þ
X

bjYearsj þ e ð2Þ
DInsthold ¼ c0 þ c1Indexing þ c2DNumAnalyst þ c3DROE þ c4DGROW þ c5DLEV þ c6DSIZE

þ c7Quarter þ
X

ciIndsi þ
X

cjYearsj þ e ð3Þ

Insthold is the institutional investor holding (in the percentage of the invested firm’s total stock) in the event

quarter, and DInsthold is the change in institutional holding during the subsequent quarter of the event quar-
ter in which the target firm is added to or dropped from the stock market index, compared to the event quarter
(Green and Jame, 2011). For matched firms, all of the above variables are the change in the same quarter as
the target firms.
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Indexing, DNumAnalyst, DROE, DGROW, DLEV, DSIZE, Inds and Years are the same as above.
According to Baron and David (1986), if a1 > 0, b1 > 0, c1 > 0, c2 > 0 and c1 < b1, then the analyst coverage

plays a partial mediation role in the influence that stock index adjustments have on institutional holdings. If
c1 > 0 is not significant while a1 > 0, b1 > 0 and c2 > 0 are significant, then the analyst coverage has a whole
mediation effect, suggesting that the stock index adjustment affects the institutional holding total via the ana-
lyst coverage. Otherwise, the analyst coverage has no mediation effect.
5. Empirical analysis

5.1. Descriptive statistics

Table 1 shows the mean comparisons for the interested variables among different groups. Panel A shows the
comparisons between firms added to the stock index and matched firms. The change in institutional holdings
Table 1
Mean comparisons.

Match_Add (112) Add (112) Difference t

Panel A Comparisons between Add and Match

DInsthold 2.930 6.002 �3.072 �2.71***

DNuminst �33.036 �44.776 11.741 2.93***

DNumAnalyst �1.152 �0.303 �0.848 �1.88*

DNumRating �1.116 �0.169 �0.946 �2.37**

DNumBuy �0.321 �0.071 �0.250 �0.90
DNumPositive �0.830 �0.063 �0.767 �1.92*

DNumNegative 0 0.009 �0.009 �0.22
DROE �5.221 �5.562 0.3401 0.28
DGROW 2.720 �12.051 14.772 2.48**

DLEV 0.611 0.385 0.226 0.51
DSIZE 0.042 0.043 �0.001 �0.10
Ret �0.443 �2.616 2.173 0.97

Drop (119) Match_Drop (119) Difference t

Panel B Comparisons between Drop and Match

DIsthold 1.845 3.639 �1.794 �2.62**

DNuminst �24.260 �32.554 8.294 2.79***

DNumAnalyst �0.504 �0.655 0.151 0.41
DNumRating �0.369 �0.873 0.504 1.46
DNumBuy 0.075 �0.428 0.504 2.48**

DNumPositive �0.092 �0.798 0.705 2.08**

DNumNegative 0.008 �0.008 0.016 0.53
DROE �2.430 �3.334 0.904 0.75
DGROW 3.388 �11.284 14.673 2.06**

DLEV 0.549 0.094 0.455 0.77
DSIZE 0.035 0.065 �0.029 �0.82
Ret 2.925 2.460 0.464 0.20

DInsthold is the change in institutional investors’ holding during the next quarter compared to the event quarter when the target firm is
added to or dropped from the stock market index. Add indicates that the target firm is added to the market index, Drop means it is deleted
from the market index, and Match refers to the matched firms. DNumInst is the change in the number of institutional investors on the
target firm in the event quarter compared to the previous quarter. DNumAnalyst is the change in the number of analysts in a particular
firm in the next quarter to the event quarter. DNumRating is the change in the number of total stock recommendations in a particular firm
in the next quarter compared to the event quarter. DNumBuy is the change in the number of ‘‘Buy” recommendations in a particular firm
in the next quarter compared to the event quarter. DNumPositive is the change in the number of ‘‘Buy” and ‘‘Increase” recommendations
in a particular firm in the next quarter compared to the event quarter. DNumNegative is the change in the number of ‘‘Sell” and
‘‘Decrease” recommendations in a particular firm in the next quarter compared to the event quarter. DROE is the change in ROE in the
event quarter compared to the previous quarter. DGROW is the change in revenue growth in the event quarter compared to the previous
quarter. DLEV is the change in leverage (total debt ratio) in the event quarter compared to the previous quarter. DSIZE is the change in
scale (nature log form of total assets) in the event quarter compared to the previous quarter. Ret is the raw market return during the event
quarter. For matched firms, all of the above variables are the change in the same quarter as the target firms.
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for firms added to the stock index in the next quarter, compared to the event quarter, is 2.930%, indicating that
institutional investors increase their holdings in those firms by 6.002%. Meanwhile, the change in institutional
holdings for matched firms is 2.930%, and the difference is significant at the 0.01 level, indicating that firms
added to the index attract more institutional holdings. However, the change in the number of institutional
investors shows the opposite direction, in that the number of institutional investors decreases more for firms
added to the index than those for matched firms. This may be because more shares are concentrated for fewer
institutional investors.

Both of the changes in the analyst coverage variables, DNumAnalyst and DNumRating, show the same sit-
uation in which more analysts cover firms added to the stock index, and more stock recommendations are
given to those firms compared to the matched firms. This indicates that firms added to the index are more
likely to be covered by analysts. Further dividing stock recommendations, we find that the changes in the
number of positive recommendations—namely ‘‘Buy” and ‘‘Update”—are higher for added firms than those
for matched firms, whereas only the ‘‘Buy” recommendation does not significantly differ from that of matched
firms. The changes in the number of negative recommendations—namely ‘‘Sell” and ‘‘Downgrade”—also do
not significantly differ from those two groups. The fundamental aspects of the two groups do not differ from
each other significantly except for the change in growth.

Panel B shows the comparison between firms dropped from the stock index and matched firms. The change
in institutional holdings for firms dropped from the stock index in the next quarter compared to the event
Table 2
Stock index adjustment and analyst coverage.

Variable Expsign All Add&Match_Add Drop&Match_Drop Add&Drop

Indexing + 0.425** 1.057** 0.044 0.276
(2.03) (2.50) (0.12) (1.20)

DNumInst ? 0.013** 0.008 0.016 0.006
(2.26) (1.15) (1.52) (0.65)

DROE + 0.036* 0.006 0.045 0.046
(1.67) (0.20) (1.33) (1.42)

DGROW + 0.001 0.000 0.003 0.001
(0.44) (0.08) (0.70) (0.13)

DLEV ? 0.015 0.103 �0.001 �0.024
(0.27) (1.46) (�0.02) (�0.21)

DSIZE ? 0.102 �8.873*** 0.910 0.570
(0.11) (�2.65) (0.90) (0.10)

Ret ? 0.028*** 0.035*** 0.019 0.024**

(3.08) (3.03) (1.43) (2.01)
Quarter Control Control Control Control
Inds Control Control Control Control
Years Control Control Control Control
N 462 224 238 231
R-sq 0.169 0.271 0.166 0.255

DNumAnalyst, the dependent variable, is the change in the number of analysts in a particular firm in the next quarter compared to the
event quarter when the target firm is added to or dropped from the stock market index. All means all of the sample firms, Add indicates
that the target firm is added to the market index, Drop means it is deleted from the market index, and Match refers to the matched firms.
Indexing is the adjustment of the stock market index, where 1 indicates that the target firm is added to the stock market index,�1 indicates
that it is dropped from the market index, and 0 represents the matched firms. DNumInst is the change in the number of institutional
investors in the target firm during the event quarter compared to the previous quarter. DROE is the change in ROE in the event quarter
compared to the previous quarter. DGROW is the change in revenue growth in the event quarter compared to the previous quarter. DLEV
is the change in leverage (total debt ratio) in the event quarter compared to the previous quarter. DSIZE is the change in scale (nature log
form of total assets) in the event quarter compared to the previous quarter. Ret is the raw market return during the event quarter. For
matched firms, all of the above variables refer to the change in the same quarter as the target firms. Inds are the industry dummy variables,
namely 11 dummy variables for 12 industry categories used by the China Securities Regulatory Commission (CSRC) after dropping the
financial industry. Years are the year dummy variables; namely 3 dummy variables for 4 years. In parentheses are the White-t statistics
considering heteroscedasticity.
*** Indicate significance at the 0.01 levels.
** Indicate significance at the 0.05 levels.
* Indicate significance at the 0.10 levels.
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quarter is 1.845% while the change in institutional holdings for matched firms is 3.639%. The difference is sig-
nificant at the 0.05 level, indicating that firms dropped from the index attract more institutional holdings.
However, the change in the number of institutional investors shows the opposite direction. The analyst cov-
erage (number of analysts and stock recommendations) does not significantly differ between firms dropped
from the stock index and matched firms. Only the ‘‘Buy” recommendation and positive recommendation
(‘‘Buy” and ‘‘Update”) are higher for matched firms than for those dropped from the stock index.
5.2. Stock index adjustment and analyst coverage

Table 2 shows the effects of stock index adjustments on analyst coverage, particularly the number of ana-
lysts covered. The first column shows the results for all of the sample firms (firms added to and dropped from
the index, and matched firms). The coefficient for indexing, namely, the proxy for stock index adjustment, is
Table 3
Stock index adjustment and analyst’s stock recommendation.

Variable DNumRating DNumBuy DNumPositive DNumNegative

All Add&Match_Add Drop&Match_Drop

Indexing 0.398** 1.106*** �0.256 0.062 0.376** 0.014
(2.02) (2.77) (�0.81) (0.50) (2.00) (0.71)

DNumInst 0.015*** 0.010 0.021** 0.003 0.016*** 0.001**

(2.76) (1.40) (2.21) (0.63) (2.95) (2.13)
DROE 0.040** 0.007 0.061* 0.009 0.042* 0.001

(1.99) (0.21) (1.91) (0.80) (1.86) (0.43)
DGROW 0.002 �0.001 0.005 0.003** 0.004 �0.000

(1.05) (�0.20) (1.23) (2.40) (1.49) (�1.27)
DLEV �0.030 0.057 �0.058 �0.007 �0.017 �0.001

(�0.59) (0.81) (�0.86) (�0.18) (�0.34) (�0.29)
DSIZE 0.893 �5.397* 1.316 0.153 0.479 �0.005

(1.07) (�1.74) (1.28) (0.26) (0.59) (�0.11)
Ret 0.023*** 0.017 0.026** 0.016*** 0.029*** 0.000

(2.65) (1.30) (2.25) (2.68) (3.53) (0.30)
Quarter Control Control Control Control Control Control
Inds Control Control Control Control Control Control
Years Control Control Control Control Control Control
N 462 224 238 462 462 462
R-sq 0.128 0.165 0.197 0.078 0.137 0.063

DNumAnalyst, the dependent variable, is the change in the number of analysts in a particular firm during the next quarter compared to the
event quarter when the target firm is added to or dropped from the stock market index. All means all of the sample firms, Add indicates
that the target firm is added to the market index, Drop means it is deleted from the market index, and Match refers to the matched firms.
Indexing is the adjustment of the stock market index, 1 indicates that the target firm is added to the stock market index,�1 indicates that it
is dropped from the market index, and 0 is for matched firms. DNumInst is the change in the number of institutional investors in the target
firm during the event quarter compared to the previous quarter. DNumRating is the change in the number of total stock recommendations
in a particular firm in the next quarter compared to the event quarter. DNumBuy is the change in the number of ‘‘Buy” recommendations
in a particular firm in the next quarter compared to the event quarter. DNumPositive is the change in the number of ‘‘Buy” and ‘‘Upgrade”
recommendations in a particular firm in the next quarter compared to the event quarter. DNumNegative is the change in the number of
‘‘Sell” and ‘‘Downgrade” recommendations in a particular firm in the next quarter compared to the event quarter. DROE is the change in
ROE in the event quarter compared to the previous quarter. DGROW is the change in revenue growth in the event quarter compared to
the previous quarter. DLEV is the change in leverage (total debt ratio) in the event quarter compared to the previous quarter. DSIZE is the
change in scale (nature log form of total assets) in the event quarter compared to the previous quarter. Ret is the raw market return during
the event quarter. For matched firms, all of the above variables are the changes in the same quarter as the target firms. Inds are the
industry dummy variables, namely, 11 dummy variables for 12 industry categories used by the China Securities Regulatory Commission
(CSRC) after dropping the financial industry. Years are the year dummy variables, namely, 3 dummy variables for 4 years. In the
parentheses are the White-t statistics considering heteroscedasticity.
*** Indicate significance at the 0.01 levels.
** Indicate significance at the 0.05 levels.
* Indicate significance at the 0.10 levels.



Table 4
Stock index adjustment, analyst coverage and institutional investors’ holding.

Exposing DInsthold DInsthold

Indexing + 1.680*** 1.630***

(3.06) (2.99)
DNumAnalyst + 0.221*

(1.92)
DROE + �0.063 �0.071

(�1.43) (�1.52)
DGROW + �0.001 �0.001

(�0.14) (�0.14)
DLEV ? �0.086 �0.091

(�0.63) (�0.65)
DSIZE ? 3.315 3.203

(1.53) (1.39)
Quarter Control Control
Inds Control Control
Years Control Control
N 462 462
R-sq 0.102 0.110

DInsthold, the dependent variable, is the change in institutional investors’ holding in the next
quarter compared to the event quarter when the target firm is added to or dropped from the
stock market index. Indexing is the adjustment of the stock market index, 1 indicates that the
target firm is added to the stock market index, �1 indicates that it is dropped from the market
index, and 0 is for matched firms. Add means the target firm is added to the market index,
Drop means it is deleted from the market index, and Match refers to the matched firms.
DNumAnalyst is the change in the number of analysts in a particular firm in the next quarter
compared to the event quarter. DROE is the change in ROE in the event quarter compared to
the previous quarter. DGROW is the change in revenue growth in the event quarter compared
to the previous quarter. DLEV is the change in leverage (total debt ratio) in the event quarter
compared to the previous quarter. DSIZE is the change in scale (nature log form of total
assets) in the event quarter compared to the previous quarter. For matched firms, all of the
above variables are the changes in the same quarter as the target firms. Inds are the industry
dummy variables, namely, 11 dummy variables for 12 industry categories used by the China
Securities Regulatory Commission (CSRC) after dropping the financial industry. Years are the
year dummy variables, namely, 3 dummy variables for 4 years. In the parentheses are the
White-t statistics considering heteroscedasticity.
** Indicate significance at the 0.05 levels.
*** Indicate significance at the 0.01 levels.

* Indicate significance at the 0.10 levels.
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significantly positive, suggesting that the stock index adjustment is positively related to analyst coverage (prox-
ied by the number of analysts). The addition to the stock index alters analysts’ attention and attracts their
coverage, consistent with Beneish and Whaley (1996) and Shleifer (1986).

Given that research notes an asymmetric reaction of the market to index adjustment, suggesting that the
market is less concerned with index deletions, we separate our samples into three groups. The second column
reports on the firms added to the index and their matched samples, and the results are consistent with the total
samples, indicating that additions to the stock index attract more analyst coverage. The third column uses the
firms dropped from the index and their matched samples, but the coefficient for indexing is not significant,
indicating that an asymmetric relation between stock index adjustment and analyst coverage also exists
between addition to and deletion from the index. The last column uses the firms added to and those dropped
from the index. The coefficient for indexing is not significant.

Table 2 shows that the analyst coverage proxied by the number of analysts is also asymmetrically related to
stock index adjustments. In other words, addition to the stock index attracts more analysts, whereas being
dropped from the index does not significantly affect the analyst coverage.



Table 5
Robust tests.

Add&Match_Add Drop&Match_Drop DNumRating DNumBuy DNumPositive DNumNegative

Indexing 3.053*** 2.854** 1.583** 1.743** 1.631*** 1.685*** 1.653*** 1.682***

(2.73) (2.46) (2.31) (2.46) (2.97) (3.08) (3.02) (3.06)
DNumAnalyst 0.211* 0.341** 0.247* 0.388* 0.182 �0.396

(1.75) (1.98) (1.93) (1.71) (1.40) (�0.38)
DROE �0.139* �0.141* �0.042 �0.062 �0.073 �0.066 �0.071 �0.063

(�1.90) (�1.90) (�0.84) (�1.06) (�1.56) (�1.45) (�1.51) (�1.42)
DGROW 0.006 0.007 �0.006 �0.008 �0.002 �0.002 �0.002 �0.001

(0.33) (0.34) (�1.07) (�1.18) (�0.18) (�0.24) (�0.19) (�0.15)
DLEV �0.176 �0.192 �0.064 �0.044 �0.081 �0.083 �0.085 �0.086

(�0.94) (�1.03) (�0.60) (�0.41) (�0.58) (�0.61) (�0.62) (�0.63)
DSIZE 24.441*** 25.815*** 1.881 1.218 3.026 3.147 3.158 3.309

(2.65) (2.66) (1.24) (0.77) (1.31) (1.37) (1.39) (1.52)
Quarter Control Control Control Control Control Control Control Control
Inds Control Control Control Control Control Control Control Control
Years Control Control Control Control Control Control Control Control
N 224 224 238 238 462 462 462 462
R-sq 0.140 0.144 0.163 0.187 0.111 0.112 0.107 0.103

DInsthold, the dependent variable, is the change in institutional investors’ holding in the next quarter when the target firm is added to or
dropped from the stock market index (the event quarter) compared to the previous quarter. Indexing is the adjustment of the stock market
index, 1 indicates that the target firm is added to the stock market index, �1 indicates that it is dropped from the market index, and 0 is for
matched firms. Add indicates that the target firm is added to the market index, Drop means it is deleted from the market index, and Match
refers to the matched firms. DNumAnalyst is the change in the number of analysts of a particular firm in the next quarter compared to the
event quarter. DNumRating is the change in the number of total stock recommendation in a particular firm in the next quarter compared
to the event quarter. DNumBuy is the change in the number of ‘‘Buy” recommendations in a particular firm in the next quarter compared
to the event quarter. DNumPositive is the change in the number of ‘‘Buy” and ‘‘Upgrade” recommendations in a particular firm in the next
quarter compared to the event quarter. DNumNegative is the change in the number of ‘‘Sell” and ‘‘Downgrade” recommendations in a
particular firm in the next quarter compared to the event quarter. DROE is the change in ROE in the event quarter compared to the
previous quarter. DGROW is the change in revenue growth in the event quarter compared to the previous quarter. DLEV is the change in
leverage (total debt ratio) in the event quarter compared to the previous quarter. DSIZE is the change in scale (nature log form of total
assets) in the event quarter compared to the previous quarter. For matched firms, all of the above variables are the changes in the same
quarter as target firms. Inds are the industry dummy variables, namely, 11 dummy variables for 12 industry categories used by the China
Securities Regulatory Commission (CSRC) after dropping the financial industry. Years are year dummy variables, namely, 3 dummy
variables for 4 years. In the parentheses are the White-t statistics considering heteroscedasticity.
*** Indicate significance at the 0.01 levels.
** Indicate significance at the 0.05 levels.
* Indicate significance at the 0.10 levels.
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Table 3 shows the effects of stock index adjustments on analysts’ stock recommendations. The first column
is for the total number of stock recommendations. The coefficient for indexing is significantly positive, which
means that the stock index adjustment leads to changes in stock recommendation issued by the analyst. Col-
umns 2 and 3 regress for additional samples and deletion of samples, respectively. Added sample firms tend to
have more stock recommendations issued by analysts in the next quarter than the matched firms, whereas
deleted firms exhibit no significant difference compared to matched firms. The above results are consistent with
Table 2; that is, that addition to the stock index leads to higher analyst coverage while deletion has little effect.
The last three columns further separate the stock recommendations, but only the total ‘‘Buy” and ‘‘Upgrade”
recommendations (DNumPositive) are significantly changed if the stock index is adjusted—details that are
only evident for firms added to the index.3

In all, Tables 2 and 3 show that stock index adjustments lead to changes in analyst coverage for the target
firms, with addition making the firm more attractive to analysts and prompting more stock recommendations
(especially positive, e.g., ‘‘Buy” and ‘‘Upgrade”) and deletion resulting in little change.
3 We run the regressions for the change in the number of positive stock recommendations for Add&Match versus Drop&Match, and the
coefficient for indexing is only significant for the former.
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5.3. Stock index adjustment and institutional investor holdings

Table 4 examines the effects of stock index adjustments on institutional holdings and how analyst coverage
influences this relationship. The first column presents the direct effects of stock index adjustments on institu-
tional holdings. It shows a significant positive coefficient for indexing, namely the stock index adjustment mea-
sure, which means that a change in the stock index’s status significantly affects the holding by institutional
investors, consistent with Pruitt and Wei (1989), Chen et al. (2004) and Green and Jame (2011).

When the influence of analyst coverage is added (DNumAnalyst) in column 2, the coefficient of DNumA-
nalyst is significantly positive, suggesting that the change in analyst coverage leads to a change in institutional
investors when the firm is added to or dropped from the stock index. This is consistent with the assertion of
Mikhail et al. (2007) that institutional investors listen to analysts. The coefficient for indexing is still signifi-
cantly positive; however, its magnitude drops from 1.706 to 1.648. In all, the results suggest that the change
in analyst coverage has a partial mediation effect on the influence of stock index adjustment on institutional
investors. In other words, the change in institutional holdings of firms added to or dropped from the stock
index results not only from tracking the index portfolio strategies of index funds, but also partially from
the changed information environments, which affect the portfolio management of institutional investors.
Comparing the R-square value in the two regressions, it is about an 8% increase if considering the effect of
analyst coverage, confirming the influence of analyst coverage on the changes in institutional holdings that
surround the stock index adjustments.

Table 5 shows the results of more robustness tests. The first two columns compare the firms added to the
stock index and their matched samples. Consistent with the results for all of the samples, the coefficients for
indexing are significantly positive in both columns. However, the magnitude drops if the influence of analyst
coverage is added, as it is also positively related to the changes in institutional holdings. This means that com-
pared to matched sample firms, firms added to the stock index attract more analyst coverage, resulting in
higher institutional holdings and increased holdings gained by tracking the index portfolio strategies of the
index funds. Analyst coverage does influence the portfolio management of institutional investors.

This phenomenon is also seen in firms dropped from the stock index, the coefficients for indexing in the
second two columns and the changes in the analyst coverage—all of which are significant. However, because
deletion from the stock index does not significantly change the information environment (proxied by number
of analysts4 and stock recommendations5), the stock index adjustment only affects the portfolio management
for index funds, and not other institutional investors, by influencing their information environments.

The last four columns show the results for stock recommendations. The coefficients for indexing are all sig-
nificantly positive, which means that a change in the stock index’s status really affects firms’ institutional hold-
ings. If analyst coverage is significant under the regressions for DNumRating, then addition to the stock index
leads to higher institutional holdings not only due to the index portfolio strategies of index funds, but also due
to more stock recommendations.

In all, Tables 4 and 5 suggest that changes in the institutional holdings of firms added to the stock index
partially result from tracking the index portfolio strategies of index funds, and partially from changes in ana-
lyst coverage, which affects the portfolio management of institutional investors.

5.4. Robustness tests6

5.4.1. Another stock index

We also collect all stock index adjustments for the SHCI and SZCI, from when they began to the end of
2012 from the WIND database. After dropping the financial industry, our final sample is 98: specifically 49
stock index adjustment firms and 49 matched firms. The regression results are better than the previous match-
4 Shown in the third column of Table 2.
5 Shown in the third column of Table 3.
6 We also consider the stock repurchase influence on our conclusion. However, there is no stock repurchase for our sample firms during

the sample period, so it has no repurchase influence.
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ing when we use 49 pairs of matched firms from 2009 to 2012. The stock index adjustments significantly affect
the analyst coverage; specifically, addition to the stock index generates more analyst coverage (proxied by the
number of analysts and stock recommendations) while deletion has no significant effect. Moreover, the chan-
ged institutional holdings are partially the result of the changes in analyst coverage, suggesting that index and
other funds change their portfolios based on the changed informativeness of the target firms.
5.4.2. Mergers and acquisitions (M&A)

M&A events may significantly change the holdings of institutional investors, coinciding with stock index
adjustments to render our conclusion biased. To avoid the M&A influence, we check our data for the
M&A activities during the sample year instead of only concentrating on the sample quarter to allow for
the long M&A process. Of the sample firms added to the stock index (Add), 0 have M&A in the sample year,
compared to 0 for matched firms (Match_Add). This result is 2.5% for firms dropped from the index (Drop)
and 3.4% for their matched samples (Match_Drop). We include a dummy variable, M&A, in the regression to
check the influence of stock index adjustments on analyst coverage and institutional holdings. The results are
basically the same as above; that is, the coefficient for M&A is not significant. Thus, our previous conclusions
are not biased on the M&A activities.
5.4.3. Punished by the regulation authority
Some firms may be punished by the regulation authority, China Securities Regulatory Commission

(CSRC), for financial fraud, information disclosure, insider trading or other illegal activities. This then reflects
their corporate governance and the stewardship of management that affects the valuation of institutional
investors. The punishment may also coincide with a stock index adjustment. Thus, to allow for this effect,
we also check our data for punishment during the sample year (not only concentrated on the sample quarter
to allow for the long process of punishment). Of the sample firms, 2.7% of those added to the stock index
(Add) are punished by the CSRC in the sample year, compared to 0.9% for the matched firms (Match_Add).
The result is 0.8% for firms dropped from the index (Drop) and 1.7 for their matched samples (Match_Drop).
We include a dummy variable, Punish, in the regression to check the influence of the stock index adjustments
on analyst coverage and institutional holdings. The results are basically the same as above that is the coeffi-
cient for Punish is not significant. Thus, our previous conclusions are not biased for punishment by the reg-
ulation authority.
5.4.4. Self-selection of stock index adjustment
The stocks that are added to a stock index are selected based on many benchmarks, such as firm size and

liquidity. Such stocks may be larger and perform better than those outside of the stock index; thus, they are
more likely to be followed by analysts.7 The relation between a stock index and the analysts following it may
create a sample selection problem. We use the Heckman two-step method to address this issue, and the models
are set as follows.
7 Th
Indexing ¼ h0 þ h1PreGrowþ h2PreROE þ h3Tradeþ h4MV þ h5Punishþ
X

hiIndsi þ e ð4Þ

Model (4) is the first step (probit model) in determining whether a firm should be added or dropped from

the stock index. Usually, an adjustment to the stock index considers past operating performance, past oper-
ating compliance, the industry and growth and the trade volume and market value of the circular stock. Thus,
we include the following factors in the first model regression: PreGrow, the sales growth rate for the past year;
PreROE, the ROE for the past year; Trade, the trade volume in log form; MV, the market value of the circular
stock in log form; and Punish, a dummy variable equal to 1 if the sample firm was punished by the CSRC in
the sample year, and 0 otherwise. Inds are the industry dummy variables; namely, 11 dummy variables for 12
industry categories are used by the China Securities Regulatory Commission (CSRC) after dropping the finan-
cial industry.
anks to the anonymous referee for pointing out the endogeneity problem.
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DNumAnalyst ¼ #0 þ #1IMRþ #2Indexing þ #3DNumInst þ #4DROE þ #5DGROW þ #6DLEV

þ #7DSIZE þ #8Ret þ
X

#iIndsi þ
X

#jYearsj þ e ð5Þ

Model (5) is the second step of the Heckman tests, where IMR is the inverse Mills ratio. The variables are

defined as in model (1).
The regression result shows that the coefficient of IMR is not significant, which means the sample selection

issue is not significant. In contrast, the coefficient of Indexing remains significantly positive, indicating that a
stock index adjustment does affect the analysts following it for a specific stock. Our conclusion is that the sam-
ple selection problem does not have a significant effect.

6. Conclusions

Even though there are several hypotheses in the literature explaining market reactions to stock index adjust-
ments, scant rigorous empirical evidence has been provided (Pruitt and Wei, 1989; Chen et al., 2004; Green
and Jame, 2011). Little has been done in terms of the influence of index adjustments on firms’ information
environments, which further affects market performance and investor holdings. Using 231 pairs of sample
firms in China, we give direct evidence of the price pressure and investor awareness hypotheses on the stock
index adjustment effect. Our results suggest that changes in institutional holdings for firms added to the stock
index partially result from tracking the index portfolio strategies of index funds, and partially stem from the
changed analyst coverage, which affects the portfolio management of institutional investors. Deletion from an
index does not reflect this phenomenon.

An important weakness of this study is that our sample period is only from 2009 to 2012, which may be too
short in that it does not cover a bear and a bull market period. The results may appear to be due to a bear
market sentiment that affects the investors’ behavior, and thus using a longer period may improve the results
and our conclusions.
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